1- It frequently _______ in Ireland. (rain).
2- Is it _______ there now? (rain).
3- Susan _______ to her parents every Sunday night. (write).
4- You _______ the flowers every time the ball _______ in the flower beds. (damage/land).
5- Where is Kevin? He _______ squash with Sue. (play).
6- Normally she _______ in Northbridge but she _______ with friends at present. (life/stay).
7- Hurry up, the examiner _______ to begin.
8- I _______ _______ a word timothy says. (not/believe).
9- The new lawnmower _______ very well at the moment. (work).
10- What _______ you do for a living? (do).
11- As a secretary I _______ hundreds of letters a week. (take).
12- My boss _______ to change jobs soon. (want).
13- Look! She _______ in the non-smoking zone again. (smoke).
14- We _______ our break now, Mr. Smith. (take).
15- The tennis star _______ a lot of fan mail. (receive).

Soluciones:
1- rains  2-raining  3-writes  4-are damaging; lands 5-is playing
6-lives; is staying  7- is waiting  8-don’t believe  9-is working  10-do
11-take  12-wants  13-is smoking  14-are taking  15-receives